The effect of dead-on-arrival and emergency department death classification on risk-adjusted performance in the American College of Surgeons Trauma Quality Improvement Program.
The American College of Surgeons' Trauma Quality Improvement Program is focused on identifying variations in outcomes across trauma centers for the purposes of performance improvement. In previous analyses, patients who died in the emergency department were excluded. We investigated the effect of inclusion and exclusion of emergency department (ED) deaths (dead on arrival [DOA] and died in ED [DIE]) on analyses of overall risk-adjusted trauma center performance. Data for patients admitted to 65 Trauma Quality Improvement Program hospitals during the 2009 calendar year was used. A logistic regression model was developed to estimate risk-adjusted mortality. Trauma centers were then ranked based on their observed-to-expected (O/E) mortality ratio with 90% confidence intervals (CIs) and classified by outlier status: low outliers/high performers had a 90% CI for O/E mortality ratio of less than 1, and high outliers/low performers had a 90% CI for O/E mortality ratio of greater than 1. Changes in outlier status, rank, and quartile were examined with and without DOA and DIE patients included in the analyses to discern the impact of such exclusions on overall risk-adjusted center-specific performance. Thirty-one trauma centers (48%) reported no DOA patients in 2009, while 6 centers (9%) reported more than 10. Of 224 patients, 14 (6.2%) had a documented time of death of more than 30 minutes after ED arrival despite being recorded as DOA. Forty-one trauma centers (63%) changed rank by three positions or less. Ten trauma centers changed their quartile ranking by a single quartile, but no centers were found to change quartile rank more than one quartile. Changes in outlier status occurred for 6 trauma centers (9%). The relative frequency of patients classified as DOA varies greatly between trauma centers. Misclassification of patients as DOA occurs. Inclusion of ED deaths in risk-adjusted analysis of mortality results in a small but insignificant change in predicting the outcome results of a trauma center. This change is less than the rate of finding a center to be a high or low outlier by chance alone using the 90% CI. Inclusion of DOA and DIE patients in risk-adjusted analysis of mortality is appropriate and eliminates the bias introduced by exclusion of ED deaths owing to misuse of the DOA classification. Prognostic/epidemiologic study, level III.